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【Introduction】Animals has the ability to learn the values through the past experience by 
expecting an amount of reward as a bias to make future-decision. The problem is that the neural 
basis is not well understood. In 2005, Samejima et al. recorded “value-coding neurons”, 
referring it as the neurons which are correlated with reward value. This discovery becomes a 
breakthrough in understanding the concept of neural basis. Wang et al. (2013) found the 
motivation coding neurons as well as action value coding neurons, following the neural basis 
concept from Samejima (2005) using a more sophisticated analysis. On the other hand, Elber-
Dorozko et al. (2018) suspected the so-called value-coding neurons are actually not coding 
values, mainly because the limited number of blocks used and the result shows many drifting 
neurons. Instead, they developed a new shuffling-based statistical test but they haven’t 
reanalyzed the real data yet. In this study, we reanalyzed the striatal neurons in Wang et al. 
(2013) more critically to answer the controversy weather striatal neurons indeed code action-
values. 
【 Experimental 】 The experiment is performed by addressing a task of directing and 
energizing aspects of behavioral regulation on rats. There are 4 types of blocks used (40-60 
trials), with each having a different bias level of reward amount and distributed systematically. 
Neural activity from the rats is recorded with tetrodes which are placed on the striatum. There 
are several epochs during each trial to distinguish each state of neural activity. Data analysis 
of single and multiple regression were performed using MATLAB software. 
【Results and Discussion】We reanalyzed the data from Wang et al. (2013) by using 
regression analysis to see if neural activity is correlated with action values, and reproduced the 
original result that striatal neurons code action values. However, we observed that the baseline 
activity of the striatal neurons gradually drifts. Even if we removed the temporal drift from the 
neural activity, the neurons still coded action values. We found that from 272 striatal neurons, 
137 coded action values. We also found the motivation coding neuron that is activated when 
the values for two choices are both high, even if we removed the temporal drift. We found that 
124 out of 272 striatal neurons coded motivation using a multiple regression. As a conclusion, 
we justify that striatal neurons indeed code action-values. 
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